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1.

2.

Version Information
•

2006 Minor Change

•

On sale from 1st January 2006

What’s new?
2006 model year changes to the Prius range offers the following further enhancements in
design and specification.
•

Leather Steering wheel

•

New headlamp design

•

New rear lamp design

•

Newly styled front grille

•

Seating rear hip point improved

•

New seat fabric colour

•

New grain and finish on dashboard

•

New audio unit

•

Option of rear parking monitor with Intelligent Parking Assist (IPA)
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2.1.

Enhanced exterior design
•

•

New headlamp design adds:


A smoke clear coating



A clear and silver coated inner lens



A clear lens is adopted at the side of the headlamp.

New rear lamp design adopts aluminium in the stop lamp extension and
chrome-plated molding is added to the partitions between the tail lamps and
backup lamps. This improves the premium appearance of the rear.
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2.2.

2.3.

Enhanced interior design
•

The seat width and the main portion of the seatback are increased by 50mm to
provide improved seating comfort

•

Seating rear hip point lowered by 6mm to enhance riding comfort

Audio
New audio unit with MP3 and WMA compatibility, Automatic Sound Levelizer (ASL)
and a DSP is adopted for the radio to further reduce noise in both AM and FM
modes. New MP3 audio jack is now available.

2.4.

Intelligent Parking Assist (IPA)
2006MY introduces the option of rear parking monitor with Intelligent Parking Assist
(IPA) on T Spirit grade. Combining a back guide monitor, electric power steering
and specific ECU, IPA requires minimal driver input to manoeuvre the vehicle into
the desired parking space. This is one of the most advanced systems of its type on
the market today and reinforces Prius’ positioning as the pioneer of new technology.
The IPA is applicable to both perpendicular and parallel parking.
A full training module will be available through the Guild, however detailed below are
the key steps to be followed when using this system:
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Set Up
IPA is not an automatic parking system. It is a system to assist back up parking.
The rear view monitor can be used on its own whilst providing predicted path &
parking guidelines, or the full parking assist mode can be instigated (for
perpendicular or parallel parking).
Prior to selecting the appropriate IPA mode, a suitably sized space should be
located. The vehicle must then be positioned within certain parameters to meet the
relevant criteria required to perform the specific parking manoeuvre:
This is intended as an operational summary. Full details are included in the Owners
Manual.
Parallel Parking
•
Move the vehicle to a position parallel
to the road and approximately 1 metre away
from parked vehicles.
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•
Stop the vehicle in a position where
you can see the rear edge of the leading
parked vehicle left beside you, with the
steering wheel straight and move forward 5
metres then stop.

•

Next Step: see programming

Perpendicular Parking
•
Move
the
vehicle
to
a
position
perpendicular to the parking space and as close
as possible to the parked vehicle.
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•
Move the vehicle to a position where you
can see the centre of the parking space left beside
you and stop with the steering wheel straight.

•
Position and stop the vehicle as you would normally to reverse into the
parking space (please note the steering wheel should be straight). Try and position
so that the corner of the parking space is in the middle of the wing mirror as this
makes it easier to set the target parking position.

Programming
Once the vehicle has been positioned the driver then selects and sets the target
parking position on the vehicle’s monitor:
• Shift the transmission to “R”, touch the relevant parking assist mode on the
display,
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•

Touch the arrows to align the green frame with the target parking position and
then touch the “OK” switch

Operation
•

Once you have completed the programming rest your hands on the steering
wheel without applying any pressure. Check the surroundings and behind the
vehicle for safety, slowly back up using the brake pedal to control the vehicle’s
speed.
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•

Once the vehicle is mostly within the target parking position, the voice guidance
will give the message that the assist has finished and parking assist mode will
switch off

System Precautions
•

Do not rely entirely on the IPA. When backing up the vehicle should be driven
as carefully as it would without the system. As the system only assists with
parking in a set target parking position, there are times when the system will be
unable to render this assistance, depending on factors such as road surface,
vehicle condition, or the distance to the set target parking position.

•

Back up slowly by pressing the brake pedal to adjust the speed.

•

If the vehicle appears about to come into contact with an adjacent object, press
the brake pedal then cancel the IPA system.
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•

When the system is operating the steering wheel will turn automatically,
maintain a proper driving position but be aware of clothing / jewellery being
caught in the wheel.

•

Operate the system only in a parking area containing parking frames partitioned
with white lines.

•

Do not use the system on a slippery surface such as ice or snow.

•

Beware that an incline or bump on the road surface could create an error
between a target parking position or an indicated guide line and a distance or
path of the actual road surface.

•

Be particularly aware that the distance you sense from the image on the screen
and reality can differ, equally the range of the camera is limited and does not
capture objects in the vicinity of both corners of the bumper and below them.
Therefore directly verify the rear and the surroundings of the vehicle for safety
with your eyes / mirrors before and during the reversing manoeuvre.

•

Only use this system on a flat surface.

In The following circumstances, detection of the parking space lines on the
road surface may not be possible:
•

The lines are faded or dirty, making them unclear

•

The road surface is of a light colour which does not contrast well with the white
lines.

•

The parking space lines area colour other than white.

•

The area is dark, for example at night or in a covered car park.

•

During or after rain, when the road surface is wet and reflects light, or puddles
have formed.

•

The sun is shining directly on the camera.

•

The parking space is covered with snow, ice or de-icing agent.

•

There are markings or maintenance marks on the road surface.

•

The colour or brightness of the road surface is not uniform.

•

Hot or cold water has been splashed on the camera and the lens is fogged.

•

There is dirt or water droplets on the lens.
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2.5.

New Colour & Trim Availability
•

Three exterior colours have been deleted and replaced with four new colours,
please see the matrix below.

Deleted Colours

New Colours

Silver Steel (1CO)

Tyrol Silver (1F7)

Sileni Green (6S9)

Verbier Green (6UO)

Regency Red (3Q3)

Vermillion Red (3R3)
Decuma Grey (1G3) (April ’06)

•

A new dark grey standard interior velour trim (Biscayne) will be introduced.
Please note Alcantara trim will no longer be available, however a leather option
will remain.
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Main Bulletin
3.

Introduction
New Prius offers a combination of design, innovation, performance and economy that is not
matched by any other car on the road. The key highlights are:
3.1.

Major Model Features

Design
•

New Prius moves up a segment. The wheelbase on new Prius is 2,700mm, the same
as new Avensis. This places the car a whole segment higher in the marketplace.

•

New car is a 5 door hatchback. New Prius bodystyle moves from 4 doors to a
mainstream 5 door hatchback. The design of the car is much more modern than the
previous model and reflects the nature of the technology involved.

Performance
•

New Prius delivers turbo diesel performance. New Prius is powered by Hybrid
Synergy Drive, the next generation hybrid powertrain. This features an electric motor
that is 1.5 times more powerful than that in the previous Prius, providing up to
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400Nm of torque. This gives Prius a performance that is comparable to larger family
hatchback diesels.
Fuel Efficiency
•

Hybrid Synergy Drive’s 50kW electric motor means it can provide more of the power
for more of the time, compared with previous Prius. Using the petrol engine less
enables Prius to achieve fuel efficiency in line with some supermini diesels.

•

On a combined cycle, new Prius achieves 65.7 mpg. This compares with Yaris D4D’s 64.2mpg. The full figures are:
Urban mpg
(l/100km)

Extra Urban mpg
(l/100km)

Combined mpg
(l/100km)

New Prius

56.5 (5.0)

67.3 (4.2)

65.7 (4.3)

Avensis D-4D

37.7 (7.5)

57.6 (4.9)

48.7 (5.8)

Yaris D-4D

53.3 (5.3)

74.3 (3.8)

64.2 (4.4)

CO2 Emissions
•

The other advantage of Hybrid Synergy Drive is the extremely low CO2 emissions.
With an emission level of 104 g/km, Prius has the lowest CO2 emission level of any
passenger car available on the UK market today.

•

This combination of performance, fuel efficiency and emissions makes new Prius a
unique proposition.

Innovative Technology
•

As well as Hybrid Synergy Drive, new Prius also has a range of technology which
makes it one of the most advanced cars on the road. This includes
-

brake and shift by wire

-

electric air conditioning

-

VSC+

-

steering wheel audio and air conditioning controls

-

push button start

-

premium JBL audio system

-

front, side and curtain airbags
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3.2.

Grade Strategy

T S p ir it a d d s

F u ll m a p n a v ig a t io n
B lu e t o o t h t e le p h o n e in t e r f a c e

T4 adds

C r u is e C o n t r o l
J B L p r e m iu m a u d iio s y s t e m w it h c a s s e t t e & 6 d is c
C D a u to c h a n g e r
9 s p e a k e rs

T3

S h if t b y w ir e
B r a k e b y w ir e
E le c t r ic p o w e r s t e e r in g
E le c t r ic V e h ic le m o d e s w it c h
A B S w it h B A
E le c t r o n ic B r a k e F o r c e D is t r ib u t io n ( E B D )
T r a c t io n C o n t r o l ( T R C )
V e h ic le S t a b ilit y C o n t r o l P lu s ( V S C + )
D r iv e r & p a s s e n g e r f r o n t & s id e a ir b a g s
F r o n t & r e a r c u r t a in a ir b a g s
E le c t r ic c lim a t e c o n t r o l A / C
7 " E le c t r o n ic M u lt i V is io n ( E M V ) d is p la y
P u s t b u tto n s ta rt
A u d io A M / F M / C D / 6 s p e a k e r
1 6 " a llo y w h e e ls w it h f u ll w h e e l c o v e r s
R e a r w in d o w w ip e r
F r o n t a n d r e a r c u p h o ld e r s
A n t i T h e f t S y s t e m ( I m m o b iliz e r w / S ir e n )

4.

Exterior Design
New Prius has been designed for increased mainstream appeal and is now a full 5 door
hatchback. From all angles, the design combines both mainstream appeal and a modern, fresh
look that compliments Prius’ high tech imagery:
•

New Prius has been designed to be both appealing and aerodynamic. The coefficient of
drag (Cd) is just 0.26.
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•

This has been aided by a specially designed roof shape and smooth underside

•

The overall length has been increased from 4315mm to 4450mm, with the wheelbase
extending from 2550mm to 2700mm, the same as Avensis. This has resulted in shorter
overhangs and increased interior space and places Prius firmly in the upper medium
segment

•

Aluminium has been used for the bonnet and boot, offering significant weight savings over
the equivalent steel alternative

•

From the rear, an integrated spoiler creates a dynamic look, with the rear glass curving
down underneath this

•

From the side, the line of the A pillar continues down through the front headlight, creating a
dynamic appearance

•

The doors feature sculpted bottom halves, adding to the modern feel.
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5.

•

Specially designed glass has been used throughout to block ultraviolet and infrared rays
and reduce the risk of heat and sunburn these can cause.

•

Front fog lamps are standard on T4 and T Spirit models.

•

All models feature a roof mounted aerial located at the rear of the vehicle in the centre of
the roof, above the rear (boot) door.

Interior Design
The high tech imagery is continued with the interior, which features quality plastics and brushed
metal effect inserts.
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5.1.

Dashboard & Centre Console

•

The front air vents are housed in four sleek brush metallic effect panels.

•

The integrated electronic multi vision (EMV) display monitor has been continued on new
Prius, with a new 7” LCD screen. This is larger than the screen on previous Prius, which
was 5.8”. As well as providing information on the Hybrid Synergy Drive Powertrain, the
EMV display acts as a touch screen control for many of new Prius’ systems, such as the
audio or air conditioning controls.
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•

The screen also operates the satellite navigation and Bluetooth systems that are standard
on T Spirit.

•

The centre console has been made taller than in the previous models, thus enabling it’s
use as an armrest. Within the console there are a number of storage areas, please see the
Storage section for full details. In addition, a 12V power outlet is located in the large capcity
central box.
5.2.

Instrument Panel

The combination meter, set in the top centre of the dashboard, has been specifically designed
so that it requires the minimum of eye movement to read. The smoked acrylic board with
digital display is easy to read, with higher priority information being more dominant.

A ‘READY’ light informs the driver that the vehicle is ready to be driven.
A low ambient temperature indicator light alerts the driver to ambient temperatures of 3oC or
less. A low ambient temperature may result in a frozen road surface, of which the driver
should be aware.
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5.3.

Driving Environment – Steering Wheel Controls

For added convenience and safety, the steering wheel features controls for:
-

Audio system

-

Air conditioning

-

Cruise control (T4 and T Spirit)

-

Satellite navigation system (T Spirit only)

-

Bluetooth phone system (T Spirit only)

-

Voice recognition (T Spirit only)

Electric power steering, which is vehicle speed sensing, and step less tilt adjustment are
standard on all models.

The steering column features an energy absorbing mechanism designed to push the
steering wheel away from the driver in the event of a frontal collision, minimising injury.
Improved Steering Feel (2005 Model Year Running Change)

•

Changes to the front suspension include an extension to the front suspension tower
brace, instrument panel reinforcement bar and an increase in the rear tyre spats size

•

In addition, the electric power steering has been retuned and the alloy wheels have
been stiffened

•

Customer benefit: Improved steering feel
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5.4.

Driving Environment: Shift by Wire

New Prius is fitted with aircraft-style control by wire systems. Shift by wire saves weight
over a conventional mechanical gear shift system and therefore helps improve fuel
efficiency whilst freeing up interior space.

The shift by wire system is operated from a dash board mounted lever for maximum
convenience. The driver pushes the lever to the required position and it automatically
centres again after use.
The parking mode for the automatic transmission is located above the shift lever and is
operated by a simple switch.

5.5.

Seats & Seat Trim

New Prius is a full 5 seater with integrated height adjustable headrests on each seat.
The back of the front seats are concave to maximise rear legroom and the rear seats
split and fold 60:40 for maximum flexibility.
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The seats in all models feature grey soft touch velour fabric, named ‘Millbeck’. Side

bolster cushioning on all seats is plain material. The central panel inserts are patterned
with a small darker coloured square motif.
The driver and passenger seats are both recline and reach adjustable. In addition, the
drivers seat is height adjustable.
Height adjustable seatbelts with pretensioners and load limiters are standard on the
driver and passenger seats. 3-point seatbelts are fitted on the three rear seats.
All Prius derivatives are available from 1st June 04 with optional Alcantara premium
upholstery.
Alcantara is an advanced material which has the luxury look and feel of suede. In
addition to being exceptionally durable, Alcantara is anti-static and hypoallergenic and
complements Prius’s high tech positioning.
This premium quality upholstery is available in dark grey, Malham.
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5.6.

Luggage Area

The boot in new Prius has a range of options for maximum flexibility. A retractable load
cover is fitted as standard and the boot has a removable floor board to accommodate
taller items. In addition, folding the rear seats flat creates a flat, spacious cargo area.

6.

Bluetooth Telephone Interface
•

Standard specification on T Spirit models.

•

Bluetooth is a short-distance, high-speed wireless data communication system that
uses the 2.4 GHz frequency band.

•

On the Prius, an onboard Bluetooth unit has been integrated in the multi display.

•

This enables hands free communication with bluetooth-compatible cellular
telephones*. The hands-free system allows you to call or receive calls without your
hands off the steering wheel and without having to connect a phone by cable or
placing on a cradle.

•

To use the hands-free function, a Bluetooth-compatible cellular telephone must be
registered with the onboard device.
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•

Once a Bluetooth-compatible cellular telephone has been registered, it connects
automatically so that it can be used subsequently for make hands-free telephone
calls. A maximum of 4 Bluetooth-compatible cellular telephones* can be registered
with the onboard Bluetooth unit.

For full operating instructions please see the Satellite Navigation Owners Manual.

*Bluetooth-compatible cellular telephones

•

Bluetooth is an industry standard for wireless communication. Not all celular phones
are compatible with the Toyota Bluetooth system due to the variety of different
Bluetooth profiles.

•

The Toyota Bluetooth system requires OPP (Object Push Profile) to exchange
address data (e.g. phone book) and HFP (Hands Free Profile) to use hands free
function of the Bluetooth system. Cellular phones that do not offer these two
functions cannot be used with the Toyota Bluetooth system.

Bluetooth handsfree system compatible cellular phones

Cellular Phones

Software Version

Nokia: 6310i / 8910i / 3650

Bluetooth 1.1

Sony Ericsson: T68i / T610

HandsFreeProfile 1.0

Siemens: S55

ObjectPush Profile1.1

Note: There are function differences between the Bluetooth handsfree system
compatible cellular phones – for full details please see the Service Bulletin (accessed via
TOTSS) – Bluetooth Compatible Phones

7.

Full Map Navigation System
•

T Sprit models feature a full colour European DVD satellite navigation system fitted as
standard, the navigation system is operated via the multi-function display colour screen,
or by the controls on the steering wheel. The system can also be voice activated.

•

The system offers a number of navigation features including:

•

Map display with points of interest display and the ability to change the map orientation
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•

Destination search with memory points, street search and places of interest search

•

Voice guidance

•

Street name search and distance calculation

•

Present position display

•

Stepless scale display – changes the scale of the map

•

Junction/intersection zoom-in display

This system is not available with Electronic Traffic Avoidance (ETA) and is not available as a
dealer accessory
8.

Audio
Two different audio systems are offered, dependent on grade.
T3 has a 6 speaker RDS AM/FM radio with single CD player
T4 and T Spirit have a premium JBL audio system as standard. Improvements over the T3
system include:

9.

•

In dash 6 CD autochanger

•

Cassette player

•

9 speaker sound system

•

45W amplifier (T3 amplifier 40W)

Brakes
9.1.

Brake System

New Prius features front ventilated disc and rear solid disc brakes. To minimise weight, a
range of improvements have been made over the previous model. These include:
•

the front brake calliper cylinder and steering knuckles have been made from
aluminium

•

the brake pedal is now hollow and is 12% lighter than on the previous model

The Prius brake system incorporates ABS, electronic brake force distribution (EBD),
brake assist (BA), traction control (TRC) and Vehicle Stability Control+ (VSC+). Normally,
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the separate systems work independently. On new Prius VSC+ works as a central
management system, co-ordinating each together to ensure optimum response. VSC+
has traditionally been found only on luxury marques.
The brake system is a ‘by wire’ system meaning there is no mechanical or hydraulic
connection between the brake pedal and the brake system. This ensures lighter weight
components (and therefore improved fuel efficiency and emissions) and a quicker
response time.
The new Prius is fitted with a foot operated parking brake.
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9.2.

Regenerative Braking

As with previous Prius, the new car features regenerative braking. However, the
electronic brake management system on new Prius has been enhanced to considerably
increase the amount of energy captured and channelled to the battery when braking.
10.

Convenience
10.1.

Air Conditioning

New Prius features electric climate control air conditioning as standard on all grades.
This means the system operates independently from the petrol engine and therefore
continues to work when the petrol engine is switched off. Because it does not require the
petrol engine to operate it, running the air conditioning system has a greatly reduced
impact on fuel consumption.

The air conditioning system can be operated either through the steering wheel controls or
the EMV display.
The air conditioning can also be voice operated on T Spirit models. The switch to operate
the voice recognition system is located on the steering wheel below the navigation
controls.
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10.2.

Push button start

This new feature is standard on all grades of Prius and offers greater convenience. For
security, the system uses a uniquely designed key to activate the start button.
10.3.

Cruise Control

T4 and T Spirit grades have cruise control as standard.
11.

Lights
New Prius uses LED (Light Emitting Diode) rear brake lights. These use less energy than
conventional bulbs yet illuminate more quickly, combining fuel efficiency and safety benefits. At
62mph this feature can allow the vehicle behind an extra 6 meters of braking distance.
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12.

Locks & Security
12.1.

Remote Central Double Locking

A wireless door lock system is standard on the Prius. All doors can be locked and unlocked
without the requirement to manually put the key in the door lock. In addition, Prius also features
double locking. The double locking is activated by pressing the lock button twice.
12.2. Security Window Etching and Vehicle Parts Marking
All Prius are window etched with a unique security number linked to a 24 hour security register.
The telephone number is also etched on to the glass and printed on two warning labels.
12.3.

Vehicle Parts Marking

The Prius features a number of parts that can be traced to the original vehicle. Several large
parts, including airbags and the engine block, are marked and recorded.
In the event of these parts being offered for resale, legal ownership can be traced, and
therefore the opportunities for vehicle disposal are further reduced.

12.4.

Locking Wheel Nuts

A locking wheel nut is fitted to each wheel on all Prius models. The key number is recorded at
port of entry and transferred to the International Security Register.

13.

Loadspace
The boot in new Prius has a range of options to provide the flexibility expected in this class. A
retractable load cover is fitted as standard and the boot has a removable floor board to
accommodate taller items. In addition, folding the rear seats flat creates a flat, spacious cargo
area.
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14.

Roof
The roof of new Prius has been sculpted to provide maximum aerodynamic efficiency,
contributing to the overall Cd of 0.26.
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15.

Storage
For full practicality, new Prius comes with all the storage space customers expect in this class
of vehicle. Additional space is created by the use of by wire technology which means there is
no requirement for a floor mounted gear shift or centre mounted handbrake.

16.

Safety
16.1.

Active Safety

New Prius is the first car in the world to rely on an entirely electric active safety package;
backup systems are incorporated into Prius to ensure continued power supply and
operation. Key elements are standard across the range:
•

ABS: anti lock braking system. Controls brake force between front and rear wheels,
depending on driving conditions

•

EBD: electronic brake force distribution. Controls brake force distribution between left
and right wheels to help maintain stability

•

BA: brake assist.

•

E-TRC: electronic traction control. Regulates the engine and brakes to help provide
as much control of wheel-slip as possible.
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•

VSC+: Vehicle Stability Control+. Traditional VSC controls the output of the engine
and the braking of the wheels to minimise oversteer or understeer. VSC+ is a more
advanced system. It acts like a central brain, integrating the ABS, EBD E-TRC and
VSC together to achieve minimum overall response times and improved safety.
Without VSC+, each system would work independently.

New Prius is the first car in the Toyota range to have VSC+; normally this type of system
is only found in luxury marques.
The use of aircraft-style by wire systems also reduces weight, improving fuel efficiency
and emissions.
16.2.

Passive Safety

Dual stage driver and passenger airbags are fitted as standard. In addition, all models
have driver & passenger side airbags and front and rear curtain airbags.

16.3.

Improved Driving Comfort (2005 Model Year Running Change)

Improved Driving Comfort
•

Enhancements have been made to the insulation materials on the dash and the front
windscreen has been upgraded to acoustic glass

•

Vibration reductions have been made with amendments to various brackets and
braces in the dash and engine bay

•

Customer benefit: Improved noise, vibration and harshness and enhanced ride
comfort
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17.

Visibility
All new Prius features colour coded electrically adjustable door mirrors.
Electric front and rear windows are fitted as standard. The driver’s window features an auto
up/down function as well as an anti-trap facility. The driver can also lock the windows as
necessary.

18.

Warranty

•

Standard 3 year/60,000 mile Toyota mechanical warranty plus

•

8 year/100,000 mile warranty on the hybrid system.
This includes:
- hybrid vehicle battery
- battery control module
- hybrid control module
- inverter with converter
- hybrid transaxle (incl electric motor and generator)

19.

Suspension
For optimum handling, new Prius uses MacPherson strut type independent suspension at the
front and torsion beam type suspension at the rear.

Improved Suspension Performance (2005 Model year running change)
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•

Body rigidity has been improved with changes to the rear suspension tower, rear side
member and wheel housing

•

Changes have also been made to the shock absorber tuning, including toe correction,
bushing and spring rate modification

Customer

benefit:

Improved

rear

road
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20.

Wheels & Tyres
16” alloy wheels with full wheel covers are standard on all grades of new Prius. Alloy is used to
minimise weight and the full wheel covers enhance the aerodynamics, contributing to the class
leading 0.26 drag coefficent.

21.

22.

Insurance Groups
T3

7E

T4

7E

T Spirit

8E

Technical

22.1.

Environment

As well as low emissions, new Prius has been engineered for optimum environmental
performance in several different ways, demonstrating Toyota’s attention to detail at every
level of its engineering.
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22.1.1. Use of recyclable plastics
Toyota Super Olefin Polymer (TSOP) has been used as one of the major
plastics in the car. TSOP is able to be recycled several times without any
reduction in quality.

22.1.2. Reduction in lead usage
The amount of lead used in Prius has been considerably reduced to around
1/3 the level of the previous car. The following parts are now lead free:
- Radiator
- Heater core
- Wiring harness
- Window glass coating
- Wheel balance weight
- Fuel tank

22.1.3. Improvement of wire harness recyclability
In all wiring harnesses, the wires and the protective insulation materials are
now chlorine and bromide free. This means they can now be recycled at the
end of the vehicle’s life.
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22.2.

New Prius Technology

New Prius features a range of leading technology that make it one of the most advanced
cars available in the marketplace.

22.2.1. Hybrid Synergy Drive
New Prius features the second generation hybrid powertrain – Hybrid
Synergy Drive. As well as improvements to the petrol engine, Hybrid
Synergy Drive has a significantly more powerful electric motor than that in
previous Prius (50kW compared with 33 kW). This means the electric motor
is able to provide more of the power more of the time, resulting in improved
performance, improved fuel efficiency and reduced emissions.

Hybrid Sophistication
Toyota Prius

Honda
Civic IMA

EV drive

Motor Assist
Regenerative Braking
Engine Stop Function
Mild

Strong
(Full function)

Unlike other hybrid systems available, Hybrid Synergy Drive is classified as
a strong, rather than a mild, hybrid. This means Prius is able to be driven
purely by its electric motor only. Mild hybrid systems have a lower power
electric motor which is only capable of assisting the petrol engine.
The power of the electric motor has been significantly improved – 1.5 times
greater than that in the previous Prius. This gives major improvements in
torque, as shown below. Although not a direct competitor, the table also
shows the Civic IMA to demonstrate the difference between a strong and a
mild hybrid:

Electric Motor

New Prius

Previous
Prius

Honda Civic
IMA*

Power (kW / hp)

50 / 68

33 / 45

10 / 13

Max torque (Nm)

400

350

62

*IMA – Integrated Motor Assist
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In addition, the 1.5 litre VVT-I engine has also been improved to produce
more power.

VVT-i engine

New Prius

Previous Prius

Power (kW / hp)

57 / 77

53 / 72

Max torque (Nm)

115

115

The result is a powertrain delivering torque levels normally associated with
V6 diesels. It is this combination that makes Hybrid Synergy Drive the
benchmark hybrid system.
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22.2.2. Hybrid Synergy Drive - EV Mode
The high power output of the electric motor enables Prius to be driven on its
electric motor alone. Normally, this is automatically part of the operation of
the hybrid system. However, new Prius also features an EV (Electric
Vehicle) mode. By selecting the EV button on the dashboard, the driver can
choose to run the car solely on electric power, producing zero emissions
and very low vehicle noise.

22.2.3. Hybrid Synergy Drive – Improvements to the Battery
As with current Prius, the electric motor on the new car is powered by
specially sealed nickel hydride (Ni-MH) batteries. These are located behind
the rear seats under the floor of the car. Two major improvements have
been made:
the battery on new Prius uses fewer cells and is more compact and
lightweight that that in the current model
on current Prius, the cells were connected to each other in only one spot.
With new Prius, this has been improved to two spots, reducing the internal
resistance of the battery and improving its efficiency

22.2.4. By Wire Systems
New Prius uses aircraft-style by wire systems for the accelerator, gear shift
and braking. These have the advantage of saving weight over the
conventional alternative which helps improve fuel efficiency and reduce
emissions.

In addition, the brake by wire system ensures instantaneous response
improving vehicle reaction times in an emergency.
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All by wire systems have backup power supplies and auxiliary systems to
ensure continued operation.

22.2.5. Electric Power Steering
This advanced power steering system further improves fuel efficiency,
because, unlike normal power steering systems, the motor only consumes
energy when power assist is required.

22.2.6. Electric Air Conditioning
Prius air conditioning system is driven by a separate electric compressor
which means it operates independently of the petrol engine. As a result,
unlike conventional air conditioning systems, Prius air conditioning can
operate when the engine is switched off and has minimal impact on fuel
consumption.

23.

Body Structure
New Prius is constructed using high strength sheet steel for maximum body rigidity and
safety. Where it does not affect vehicle performance in this area, aluminium has been used to
give weight saving benefits – for the bonnet and boot.
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The bodyshell has also been designed for maximum energy absorbing ability, dispersing
impact energy away from the occupants and minimising distortion of the cabin.

.
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23.1.

Noise, Vibration, Harshness (NVH)

Hybrid Synergy Drive achieves an extremely refined driving experience. In addition,
additional sound insulation has been provided to further improve NVH performance. This
includes:
- bonnet insulation
- spray on damping material applied directly to occupant compartment floor
- foamed urethane pad material applied to roof panel and pillar

24.

Pricing Structure
Full pricing details are available on the Intranet.

25.

Colours & Trims
Colours & trims are available on the intranet.
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